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Abstract. The motivation for clustering objects on subsets of attributes (COSA) was given by consideration of data where the number of attributes is much larger than the number of objects. Obvious application is in systems biology (genomics, proteomics, and metabolomics). When we have a large numbers of attributes, objects might cluster on some attributes, and be far apart on all others. Common data analysis approaches in systems biology are to cluster the attributes first, and only after having reduced the original many-attribute data set to a much smaller one, one tries to cluster the objects. The problem here, of course, is that we would like to select those attributes that discriminate most among the objects (so we have to do this while regarding all attributes multivariately), and it is usually not good enough to inspect each attribute univariately. Therefore, two tasks have to be carried out simultaneously: cluster the objects into homogeneous groups, while selecting different subsets of variables (one for each group of objects). The attribute subset for any discovered group may be completely, partially or nonoverlapping with those for other groups. The notorious local optima problem is dealt with by starting with the inverse exponential mean (rather than the arithmetic mean) of the separate attribute distances. By using a homotopy strategy, the algorithm creates a smooth transition of the inverse exponential distance to the mean of the ordinary Euclidean distances over attributes. New insight will be presented for the homotopy strategy, and the weights that are crucial in the COSA procedure but that were rather underexposed as diagnostics in the original paper.
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